#26462 introduced a default-implementation for refresh_cache() in ComputeResource-class.

This breaks the previous mechanisms to hide the 'Refresh Cache' button on compute resources that do not support it (respond_to?:refresh_cache).

Associated revisions

Revision c8168da0 - 09/16/2019 03:48 PM - Markus Bucher
Fixes #27836 - Hide refresh cache if not supported

History

#1 - 09/11/2019 04:46 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7036 added

#2 - 09/16/2019 03:48 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 1.24.0 added

#3 - 09/16/2019 04:01 PM - Markus Bucher
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset c8168da06bd300cd1887c6f58fb7d88466fb20fd.